
 

Web Developer/ Sr. Web Developer  

Escape Bangladesh Limited  

Vacancy  

Not specific  

Job Context  

We are looking high professional, expert, dynamic, intelligent and self-motivated person.  

Job Responsibilities  

 Expert in front-end technologies like HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Bootstrap, 

ReactJS/Angular/VueJS.  

 Expert in at least one back-end technology like NodeJS(ExpressJS)/PHP(Laravel, 

CakePHP)/JavaEE(Spring).  

 Excellent knowledge on cross-browser layout skills and responsive design for PC and 

Smart Phone.  

 Good knowledge of relational databases (MySQL/PostgreSQL).  

 Working knowledge of NoSQL databases.  

 Working knowledge of AWS will be a huge plus.  

 Clear understanding on web architecture, object oriented programming and software 

design patterns.  

 Ability to code, design, develop and test independently.  

 Ability to deliver bug free deliverable.  

 Ability to see the "big picture" and implement solutions that fit into the existing 

architecture.  

 Have strong, self-informed opinions when it matters.  

 Always ready to learn new technologies. 

Employment Status  

Full-time  

Educational Requirements  

 Bachelor of Science (B.Sc) in CSE 

Experience Requirements  

 5 to 8 year(s) 

 

 



 

Additional Requirements  

 Age 25 to 35 years  

 Only males are allowed to apply. 

 5 to 8 year(s) 

 The applicants should have experience in the following area(s): 

 Angular, bootstrap4, CSS3, HTML5, JavaEE, JavaScript, Laravel, PHP, ReactJS, Vue.js 

 At least 2 years of professional software & Apps development experience.  

 Smart, creative and flexible software developer.  

 Experience to follow the best practices/coding standards.  

 Prior working experience on a scalable web based application.  

 Experience designing, implementing and using Restful Web Services with Service-

Oriented Architecture.  

 Solid understanding of version control principles, preferably using Git.  

 Experience using mocking frameworks, testing frameworks, dependency injection.  

 Attention to detail and an ability to build reliable, scalable, and flexible software. 

Job Location  

Anywhere in Bangladesh  

Salary  

 Negotiable  

Compensation & other benefits  

 T/A, Mobile bill, Performance bonus 

 Salary Review: Yearly 

 Festival Bonus: 2 (Yearly) 

Apply Procedures 

Potential candidates satisfying the job requirements are invited to apply with complete 

CV along with two passport size photographs and National ID card on to 

hr@escapebd.com or the Manager (HR & Admin), Escape Bangladesh Limited, Road#3, 

House#33, O R Nizam Road R/A, GEC, Chittagong. 

 

Note: Mention the post on the top of the envelope or in the subject of the e-mail. 

 

Or 

 

Apply through using Company Website (http://www.escapebd.com/job-opportunity/) 

 

http://www.escapebd.com/job-opportunity/
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